where 8i = l or 0 if i~k or i?*k, defines a special orthogonal transformation of determinant -1 which we call a symmetry. 1 Now, by a series of arguments, E. Cartan has proved the following theorem.
THEOREM.
2 Every orthogonal transformation is decomposable into the product of a number not greater than n of symmetries.
I shall give a short proof 8 of this theorem below: Let a{ be the matrix of an arbitrarily given orthogonal transformation. Form the product matrix and consider its first column b\. We show that one can choose the vector 5 such that &i = 0*. In fact, it suffices for this to take 5 i =p(al -ôî), PT^O. Then we find s Sh = ghiS s = 2p (g u -£uai) = 2p g u (l -ai).
(1) If ajj^l, we have shh^O and so s is not an isotropic vector. Then Jl = 01 -25 Sj<Zl/2p gn(l -0l) as {j.
This being the first column of the matrix b[ t the orthogonality between this column and each of the other columns implies that the matrix b has the form O where c is evidently an orthogonal matrix of order w -1. Hence, by induction, the theorem is proved in this case.
(2) If aî = l f we can evidently transform the given orthogonal transformation by another orthogonal transformation so as to render aj^l, and we have only to observe that the symmetries are transformed again into symmetries by an orthogonal transformation.
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